IS THERE MORAL TRUTH?

Realism

- Do moral claims express (non-minimalist) beliefs?
  - Only beliefs?
  - Quasi-Realism

- Quietism (some forms)
- Hybrid Expressivism (some forms)

Can moral terms be defined in non-moral (and non-normative) terms?

- Analytic Realism
- Are the properties named in the definiens attitudinal or procedural?
  - Analytic Constructivism
  - Are they natural?
  - Other forms of Analytic Realism (e.g., some forms of Supernaturalism)
  - Analytic Naturalism

Synthetic Realism

- Can the reference-fixing relation for any moral term be described wholly in non-moral (and non-normative) terms?

- If moral and non-moral terms are co-extensive, do they name the same property?
  - Reductive Synthetic Realism
  - Non-Reductive* Synthetic Realism

- Are the properties named by the relevant non-moral terms attitudinal or procedural?
  - Synthetic Constructivism
  - Are they natural?
  - Synthetic Naturalism
  - Other forms of Synthetic Realism (e.g., some forms of Supernaturalism)

* Setting aside the possibility of reduction without property identity.